
MDF Frames with Plastic Corners

WIRED FOUIYDAIION Can be fixed to the top bar using 6rn-rn light duty (series 53) staples as follows;

1) Bend the wire loops against the foundation ?) Fit the foundation inta the top bar groove 3) Bend the

loop out against the top bar. 4) Staple close to the foundation. 5) Bend the loop back over thc staple.
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The deeper brood frames, l4Xl2, are supplied with a strip which lits to the fbundation preventing bow and sag in the

comb. This fits on one side of the foundation. lt is held by three staples, is well worth doing, and does not generally

offer any obstruction to the brood nest.
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Alternatively, use unwired foundation and wire horizontally.
In this case the wires will tend to sag and bow with the foundation
as the wires cannot be very tight without bending the side bars.
Here again the vertical strip, on one side of the foundation, helps.

Damn MI)F exoands

lf difficult to assemble the frames, drf out for 20 mins, in the oven at gas rrark 2. (150' C)

Do not use steam or hol water to remove wa:r. Use a solar extrastsr ts save the wa:r..

BEESY PRICE LIST 2OI7
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National frames, deep or shallow,
National frames 14x12
Sample frame (National only)

Comers only, for 10 frarnes,

Payment by cheque to: Beesy, 11 St. James Park, Chelmsfbrd, Essex, CMI 2JG

Telephone: 01245 259 788

Beesy Website: beesyframes.wordpress.com

fl1 forl0
f12-50 for 10
f 1.50

f4.10

Carriage
f8.50 f9.50 for 20 or 40

f9,50 f 10.50 for 20 or 40
f2 80

f2.80

National and Smith
Commercial
Langstroth

14x12

Bar lengths. Top and bottom.

13.88 inch
15.88

17.51

13.88

Deep side.

7.64

9.14

8.26

I l.14

Shallow side.

4.64

5.14

4.51

Vertical

9.24

8.36
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